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We show that a system [I of real vector fields on a general compact nilmanifold
T\N induced by the Lie algebra -V of N is globally hypoellipfic
(GH) iff (1”) The
symbols
of the vector
tields
of L projected
onto
the associated
torus
T= T[N, N]\N
as functions on the integral lattice f collectively
decrease at infinity
not faster than a reciprocal
of a polynomial
and (2”) the Lie subalgebra
of A’ that
IL generates is not annihilated
by any non-zero
integral linear functional
on any
~4ydy+,,“j=o.
l,...) (4,
, = [ .II’, A,‘], .A$ = .K). It follows that (GH) is equivalent
to injectivity
of the system IL on the dual on the space of P-vectors
of all the nontrivial representations
in the spectrum of T\N (a “Rockland
type” condition)
plus a
number-theoretic
condition
on L on the associated
torus
(to avoid
“small
divisors”).
‘~6.1
” 1988 Academic Press, Inc.

0. INTRODUCTION
We say a system of differential operators D i, .... D, on a P-manifold
M
is globally hypoelliptic (GH) if when D,f= g,, .... D,f = g, with f e 9’(M),
g,, .... g, E C”(M), then f E C”(M). Let M = f \N, where N is a connected,
simply connected real nilpotent Lie group with a discrete, cocompact subgroup r. Let ~9” be the Lie algebra of N. If XE JV then X induces a vector
field (which we will denote also by X) on T\N
by (Xf)(Tn)=
(d/d)/ ,=of (m exp tX). It is well-known that on an n-torus M = Z”\R” a
single constant coefftcient real vector field D, = CI,d/ax, + . . + cz,d/ax, is
globally hypoelliptic
if and only if the numbers rxi, .... CI, are linearly
independent over Q and satisfy
3c>O,a>O

such that Vk,, .... k, E Z, not all 0,

lalkl + ... +a,k,I-‘<C(k:+
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The set of all vectors (c(i, .... a,) in R” for which (0) does not hold is of
Lebesgue measure zero (cf. [ 13, p. 181). In particular, on a 2-torus D, (as
defined above) is globally hypoelliptic precisely when q/a, is an irrational,
non-Liouville
number [3,6]. On a 3-dim Heisenberg nilmanifold
T\N
(where N = upper triangular 3 x 3 matrices with ones on the diagonal,
r= Nn SL(3, h)) no single vector field induced by the Lie algebra of N
can be globally hypoelliptic [7]. On the other hand a subset {X, , .... X,}
of H is (locally) hypoelliptic on any nilpotent Lie group N, thus also
globally hypoelliptic on any compact nilmanifold T\N coming from such a
group, if X,, .... X,,, Lie-generate the Lie algebra JV of N [2]. In this paper
we give necessary and sufficient conditions for global hypoellipticity
of
systems of real vector fields on compact nilmanifolds T\N induced by the
Lie algebra of N.

1. THEOREMS
PROPOSITION

D;= a; a/ax, +
zf and only if

1. A system of constant coefficient real vector fields
1, .... m on an n-torus T” = Z”\lW’ is (GH)

. . . +cr:,a/a~,, i=

3c>O, a>0
such that Vk, , .... k, E H, not all 0, at least
one of the following m inequalities is true:
la;k, + . . . + a;kn I > c/(k: + . . + k;)“,

(1)

i= 1, 2, .... m. (Note: i may depend on the n-ruple (k, , .... k,).)
Proof. (1) =z-(GH): Let Dif =g, E P( T”), for some f E 9’( T”), and let
Si= {(k,, .... k,) E Z”: ith inequality in (1) holds}, i= 1, .... m. By [6], each
fi( = projection of f onto the subspace of distributions
on T” Fourier

transforms

of which vanish off Si) is a P-function.

Since Z” - (0) =

UT!“=,S’iyfECm(T”).

- (1) Z- - (GH): If (1) is false, there is a sequence of lattice points
k,, k,, .... k,, ... in R” so that /k, 1+ co and /a’. k, j < /k, I -*, i= 1, .... m.
(We have put k, = (ky, .... k:) EZ”, a’= (a;, .... al), czi. k, = ai k{ + . . aikz,
lkJ* = (k:)* + ... + (k;)*.)
Again,
as in
[6],
f(x ,,..., x,) =
x,, exp[2xi(kyx, + ... + k;x,J] E 9’( Tn) - C”(T”)
and Di f E C”(T”),
i= 1, .... m.
Remark 1. There is a geometrical interpretation of (1) based on the fact
that la’. kl/la’l = the distance of the (lattice) point k to the hyperplane vi
in R” passing through the origin and perpendicular
to ai. Letting
V= fly=, Vi we have c, dist(k, V)< Maxidist(k,
Vi)<dist(k,
V) for some
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positive constant c, (depending on the a”~). The first inequality follows
from the fact that Max,dist(k,
Vi) is a norm on W/P’, necessarily
equivalent to the Euclidean norm. Hence (1) simply says that V is “not too
close” to the lattice points k, as 1kl + co. In particular, if a’, i = 1, .... m
span the whole space l%“, then V= (O}, which is far from the lattice points
as Ik( + co, an illustration
of the well-known fact that the system
a/ax, , .... a/ax, is hypoelliptic on the n-torus.
Now let IL = {Xi, .... Xm} be a system of vector fields induced by ./lr on a
compact nilmanifold f \N and let JV = A; 3 A$ I> . . . 3 &,
3 Jy; = (O},
with 4= [X, J$- ,], j= 1, .... Y, be the lower central series of A’” and let
N, = exp 4.
Remark 2. L is (GH) if and only if the Lie subalgebra 9’ which it
generates is (GH), since whenever X and Y map f to C”, [IX, Y] must do
the same.
THEOREM

(1”)
(2”)

1. [I is (GH) on T\N

if and only if

II. + 4 c JV/& is (GH) on the associated torus r. N,\N, and
For each non-zero integral A E (A$/.$+ ,)*, A(9 n4+
1, .... r - 1. Here A E JV”~ is integral if A(log Tn A;) E Z.

Jq+,)#O,j=

Remark 3. Following the proof of Theorem 1 we will prove that condition (2”) above is equivalent to the following “Rockland type” condition
(cf. [2, 111):
l-2*)

() ker &r’(X) = 0,
rsrt

for all infinite dimensional rr E (T\N) ^, where rr’ is the natural extension of
rr to the dual of the space of P-vectors
of rc.
COROLLARY.

if the dimension of the Lie subalgebra 3 of N Liegenerated by iL is lessthan the number r of stepsin the lower central seriesof
Jf, then [L cannot be globally hypoelliptic on any compact nilmanifold T/N.
In particular, no single vector field induced by Jf on a two (or more) step
nilmanifold T\N can be (GH). (Compare wlith [7].)

Let X1, X2, .... x” Lie-generate a rational, nilpotent real Lie
M of step r, and let .?j= [Xi/[ Xil[Xk/ . . ] ] ] ~, a j-fold bracket
I= 1, .... nj, be a basis of T/A$+ i, j = 1, .... r - 1 (- denoting the
projection of A$ onto 4/~4$+ i). Then L c JV consisting of
... +u,X’+R,
and Xj=C;/=l&Z~+Rj+,,
j=l,...,
r-l,
is (GH) on T\N (where r is Lie-generated by exp X’, .... exp X”,

EXAMPLE.

algebra
product,
natural
xo=a,xl+
Rj E 4,
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and is cocompact [9]) provided (1”) c(,, .... a, are Q-independent and
satisfy (0) (for instance, al, .... a, could be algebraic) and (2”) fl{, .... /IL, are
Q-independent, j = 1, .... r - 1. In particular, if Jf is the 3-dim Heisenberg
algebra with basis X1, X2, Z= [Xi, X2], then [L= {Xi + crX2 + yE, E} is
(GH) on the Heisenberg nilmanifold
f\N provided c1 is an irrational,
non-Liouville number.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 ((GH) ==-(1”) & (2”))

(a) N (1”) * h (GH): If (1”) is false, there is a distributionfon
r’. N,\N
which is not a P-function
and such that xf~ Cm(r. N,\N) for each
XE [I+Jlr,. Liftfto
a distributionfon
T\N by (f, 4) = (j: lTnN1,N, 4).
Clearlyfis
not a C” function, but X~E P(r\N)
for all XE [L(or 2).
N
(GH):
If
(2”)
is
false,
there
is
an integral non-zero
(b)-(2”)*
functional n on some J$/J$+ 1 such that n(Y n J$+ 4, ,) = (0). It suffices to show there exists a distributionf
on l-. Ni+ l\N which is not a C”function and such that P’f= 0 (2 = P’ + 4+ 1, a subalgebra of M/T+
1),
for then, as in part (a) above, the liftfoff
to f\N is annihilated by all the
vector fields induced by 2. To construct f we look at the irreducible
unitary representation x,, of N/N,+ i associated by Kirillov’s correspondence to /1. (Although n was defined on .$/J$+ 1, we extend it trivially on
a rational basis for X/T.)
This representation is in the spectrum of
r. Nj+ ,\N, since J$ is contained in any polarization in .X/J$+ 1, and its
lift from N/N,+ , to N is in the spectrum of T\N. To simplify the notation
we will write N for N/N,+ i, JV for M/4+,
, P,N for r. Nj+ ,\N, and f for
8 n,,, can be realized in two ways that are important for us. First-as an
irreducible subrepresentation of the right quasi-regular representation of N
on L2(f\N),
therefore acting on a Hilbert subspace H, of L2(T\N);
and
second, as a representation induced from a subgroup M of N acting on
L2(N/M) z L*(lP?‘), for some p. In the first realization, P(f \N) functions
projected orthogonally
onto H, become P-vectors
for 7c,, [ 11. Those
correspond to Schwartz functions on Rp in the so-called Schrodinger
realization of rc,, in L’(RJ’). We will show there is a tempered distribution
y,, on IlP which is not a Schwartz function and such that drc,,(.Y)~~ = 0.
The element f,, corresponding toTA, a functional on P-vectors of H, , can
be regarded as a distribution f on T\N, which is not in C”(T\N).
Clearly
we would then have Yf = 0.
Intuitively, to construct y,, we notice that rc,, restricted to L = exp 9
decomposes as a direct integral of irreducible unitary representations of L
and the decomposition contains the trivial representation 1 of L as a direct
integrand since ON(A)1 P includes 0 E Y*. The “generalized subspace” of
L2(RP) (cf. [S, Chap. 1, Sect. 41) that corresponds to 1 contains TA. We
make these remarks rigorous with a lemma. To simplify the notation we
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write f for TA and rt for rrn. By letting Z supplement the kernel of Al,,,
may identify /i as Z*. We will write f for T=. as well.

we

LEMMA. Let J” he a nilpotent Lie algebra of step j+ 1 B 2, and let
2’ = RZ be a one dimensional subspace of A; the last step of the lower central series of Jlr. Let 71be a unitary irreducible representation of N = exp ,V
associated to Z* E Jr*. If 9 is a subalgebra of JV such that 9 n d = {0},
then there exists an f in the dual of the space H,” of CT-vectors, which is not
itself in H,” and such that dn(di”) f = {O}.
Proof of the Lemma (by induction on the codimension of 9 in JV). In its
realization as an induced representation, n acts on some L2( N/M) z L2( W’)
space, where M is a maximal subordinate subgroup of N for Z*. We will
work with a chain 9 c 9 @ JY c 9” c . . c 9, c JV of subalgebras of J,
each of codimension one in the next one. Let JV = 9, @RX. As in Sect. 6
of [S], if 0,Jrc) is not saturated in the X*-direction,
then rrlL, EZ?,, and
dim 0N = dim CL,, where @I = @,,/ 9, . Thus, if 4’ is maximal subordinate
in JV, since 2 x codim &? = dim 0,,,, we must have that .4, = J%?n P’r is a
maximal subordinate subalgebra of 9’r for Z* and & = RX@ JY~. Hence
n1L, acts on L2(L,/M,)a
L2(N/M)
and we put f=f,,
where f, is given by
the inductive hypothesis applied to 9,. On the other hand, if ON(n) is
saturated in the X*-direction, then let JV be maximal subordinate in z1 for
Z*. Since orbits are even dimensional, fiNl Y, is the union of a l-parameter
family of orbits of 9, and rc acts in L2(N/M) = j$ L2(exp sX. L,/M) ds.
Using the same codimension
argument as before, J& is a maximal
subordinate subalgebra in JV for Z* also, and so L2(L,/M)(s=0)
is the
representation space of 71, on L, associated to Z*I 9,, and A. Again, if f, is
given by the inductive hypothesis applied to Y,, we put f’= 6,(s) xf,,
where 6,, is the Dirac delta function.
If at any stage of the argument it turns out that n, happens to be
l-dimensional (which would certainly be the case if the codimension of 9
is minimal, making JV = RX@ 9@5Y) then 9, must be maximal subordinate and 6,(x) is the required distribution on the Schwartz functions,
mR).

3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 ((1”) & (2”)a
Let feP(T\N)

(GH))

be such that X,f=giE
C”(T\N),
i= 1, .... 111,and let
b e an irreducible (non-canonical) Fourier series of
j gi has a Fourier decomposition too. By (l”), fO = Crrs(TN,,NJ -f,, I is a
P-function.
We would like to show that the part of the Fourier series off
corresponding to all co -dimensional
representations n in the spectrum of
f=C

tie (r,,v, - C;L’?fn,y
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T\N also converges to a C3?-function, given that LL or equivalently J,?A is
contained in Y(r\N).
Let rr E (T\N)L be fixed now and associated to a
,4 E .A”*, where (x,, , M) is an integral maximal character inducing rr [lo]
and let j be the highest number s.t. A$ G ker A. Since A 1A! is integral, we
may identify A 1J$ with some ,4 from (2”). By our assumption (2”), there
exists 2 E 9 A .A$ such that .4(Z) # 0. The representation rr really lives on
Z being central in JV/JI$+ , . Therefore, in a
NlNj + I and &c(Z) = iA(
realization as an induced representation acting on some L’(E?‘) of the
representation space of rr, Zf= g E C”;(f \N) reads as iA(Z)f,, y = gtr,y
with a (therefore unique) Schwartz function f,,, on Rp. Consequently, for
each co-dimensional
rcE (T\N) A in a Schrodinger realization
each
can be solved for a Schwartz function f,,,. We need to
dn(xi)f7c,q
= gi,,q
show that all these Schwartz functions, when viewed as elements of
irreducible subspaces H, of L’(r\N)
corresponding to the A’S, add up to a
Cm-function fon T\N (L*(T\N)
being a direct sum of H,‘s). Each of the
Xi, i= 1, .... ~isoftheformX~=a’,X’+
... +$,X”+R’,forsomeR’~J1$.
Here X1, .... p is a basis of M/MI selected from log r and X’, .... X” Liegenerate JV. By (lo), the ccps satisfy (1). Let’s assume first that U.+ M,
contains only a single non-zero vector X, E M/M,.
Then (1) says that
u,13.... a$, are Q-independent and satisfy (0). Hence X, (or, strictly speaking,
X, -RI) satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 2 of [4] and by Theorem
1 there, the series x:nCyfn,q converges to a Y-function
on T\N. For
general II we will show that the estimates of Theorem 1 of [4] still work so
that xKC,+&~
C”(T\N).
We need to adjust the assumptions of that
theorem so that we can deal with a system of vector fields X,, .... X, rather
than with a single field X. The a priori estimates of Theorem 1 of [4] that
work for the solutions f,,, of dn(X)f,,, =g71,y, with ge ?(r\N)
exploit
the fact that a Schrodinger realization of n on L2(EP) can be constructed in
which &r(X) = a/ax,, To guarantee such a realization for all co-dimensional rc’s it is assumed there that “X has the non-Liouville
supplementation property.” We restate this condition for a system IL of vectors as the
following
Supplementation Condition (SC). Let IL = {X,, .... X,} c ,Ir, a rational
nilpotent Lie algebra. IL satisfies (SC) if for each stage + I of the lower
central series of M there is a finite set of vectors Zi,, .... Z& in
U xE11add- I + 4+ 1( ‘J$/J$+ ,) and a set Wj, .... W$, of rational vectors
in A$/..$+ 1 such that for every non-zero integral functional A E (.A$/.,$+ 1)*
there is a Z$ (p may depend upon A) 1 <p < mj which satisfies
IA(

3 c/(A( W{)” + . . . + A( W$I )2)”

(2)

with some positive constants c and a dependent only on U.and a rational
basis of JV.
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Define Si = {X E (r\N)^, : n E ON(n) *n(J$+,)=O,
/i(.$)#O,
and /i
satisfies (2)). Clearly, if x,, E S’,, then /i is integral on 4, and the estimates
of Theorem 1 of [4] can be applied to each sum I,, soC,, f,,,. By (SC),
the finite union Uj,, S; contains all the co-dimensionalPrepresentations
in
VW) -> with at most bounded repetition. Hence Cnc(,+,N), C,f,,, converges to a C”(r\N)-function.
On the other hand we will show that (SC)
is a consequence of (1) by means of the following Lemma, which finishes
the proof of Theorem 1.
LEMMA.
If [I satisfies the condition (1”) of Theorem
satisfies the supplementation condition (SC).

1, then it also

Proof of the Lemma. Let Xi = U: X1 + . . . + X:,X” + R’, i = 1, .... m with
X’, .... x” being generators of M selected from log r, R’E MI, and let
z’= [Xi’[xil[Xki...]]]-,
aj-fold bracket product, l= 1, .... nj be a basis of
J$= “qJf$+, . Define Zi’s and WCs by Z,= [X,[J?[X”‘...]]]
=
C:=, al[Xs[Xi’[Xk’...
I]]
= C;=, of W,, (we have suppressed the
superscripts j of Z, and Ws,, the index p of Z, runs over the set of il with
i= 1, .... m, I = 1, .... nj and q of W, over all sl with I = 1, .... nj, s = 1, .... n). If
A E q is nonzero, then n(E-‘) # 0 for some 1, say I,. Then
i = 1, .... m,

A(z,,,) = i a: A( WS,,J= i; a;,k,y,
s=l
A=1

(3)

with all k, integer for integral /1 on J$. Since Wiblo = @‘, k, #O for
s = i,, i.e., k I, .... k, are not all 0. Applying (1) to af and the above k,, in
(3) we obtain (2). This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
4.

PROOF

OF REMARK

3

(2*)* (2”). Following the proof of Theorem 1, the negation of (2”)
implies
there are 7rE (r\N):,
and UE (II,“) N H$
such that
UE n,, ILker dz’(X).
(2”) * (2*). Fix n E (nN)^,
and let u E nXs ILker dz’(X). Pick j such
that dx($) #dn(4+,)
=O. By (2”), there exists ZE (9 nJ$)/4+,
such
that dn(Z) = iA
#O. But dn’(2) u = 0, so we must have u = 0.
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